
Grounding, Lightning, Static and working with it 

Some types of electrostatic protection require a connection to "earth" or "ground". Here 
are some places where an electrical ground can be found:  

1. A metal stake hammered into damp earth outdoors  
2. Cold water pipe, or metal faucet on a sink  
3. Screw which holds the plastic plate onto an electric outlet (not always) 
4. 3rd prong of any American electric outlet (not always) 

Special Note: 
We normally do not “GROUND” items when we think of static electricity, IN ACTUALITY WE ARE 
USING STATIC BONDING. The reason for this is because the largest generator of static electricity is 
the earth’s surface and the atmosphere (Mainly clouds.) So when we “ground” something we are 
actually using static bonding. 
 
 
Lightning: 
Lightning is without a doubt the largest display of static electricity that naturally occurs. Lightning can 
and will produce a boost in static electricity in the air just before and during the strike. 
 
Having clarified what is meant by grounding (as it applies to static discharges); the recent lightning 
strike or more likely a near hit caused the air to become hyper charged with static. Since Garth was 
transferring product at the time and a static charge was being built up, the lightning caused as surge in 
the static in the air. This surge in static would naturally want to discharge to earth and since Univar uses 
static bonding to the grounded electrical system and this would be a excellent path to the earth. So the 
charge Garth was building up just provided a easier path for discharge. The sparks Garth saw would 
have been the discharge jumping across the insulating properties of the valve. 
 
At the Esso bulk plant in Winnipeg they use lightning strike detectors, which provide for a means of 
indicating that the plant may have taken a strike and the tank farm needs to be inspected. 
 
Prevention to Lightning and static discharges: 
Firstly, there is no way at present to prevent lightning strikes but, scientists are working on it. There are 
commercial products to indicate the potential of lightning strikes in the area. As for protection from 
strikes, there are lightning rods that can be used and making sure that sensitive structures are well 
grounded to an earth ground. For static electricity there are commercially available products that 
monitor areas for the build up of static and can sound an alarm if high voltages are present, and 
preventative measures should be taken e.g. wash down floors.  
 



 
177A 
STATIC Monitor 

Multi-point Fieldmeter and Alarm System 

Detect static buildup before it becomes a problem. 

Avoid process interruptions, product loss, electrical shocks, fires, 
and explosions. 

The Model 177A is the only intrinsically- safe, multiple-channel fieldmeter system 
available for long-term, unattended monitoring of static levels at critical points within 
industrial processes. It cost-effectively monitors up to four locations to determine if 
static control systems are operating effectively, and it warns when static levels exceed 
safe operating limits, above which material misbehavior, shocks to personnel, 
explosions, or fires might occur. Several measurement ranges are available. Tailor 
sensitivity, range, and alarm thresholds to your needs. 

 Large, easy-to-read LED displays provide instant status of all channels  
 Two alarm threshold levels warn as each threshold is exceeded  
 Analog and digital interfaces accommodate process control and data 

acquisition requirements  
 Intrinsically safe sensors are approved for use in hazardous locations when 

used with approved IS barriers  
 Remote sensors can be located up to 1000 feet from the monitor  
 Chopper-stabilized measurement technique is drift free, even in ionized 

environments  
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